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Microsoft Solutions
From traditional on-premises servers and directory
services to SaaS productivity and security platforms to
Azure Cloud services, Microsoft technology is at the
heart of nearly every workplace today.
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–––
PRESIDIO CAN HELP

–––
OUR SOLUTIONS

Presidio helps organizations of all sizes keep their
solutions current while delivering business value at every
stage of the technology lifecycle.

Modern Workplace / Enterprise Mobility
New features, tools, and innovations appear at
an accelerating rate. Presidio uses our hands-on
knowledge to advise you on the optimal path for
your organization to adopt productivity suites such
as Office 365, modern device management with
Windows 10 and Intune, enterprise voice and video
with Microsoft Teams, and secure access to corporate
applications and data using Azure AD and Azure
Information Protection.

Organizations benefit from Presidio’s holistic view;
whether integrating Active Directory after a merger,
presenting recommendations on new Windows Server
features, or implementing productivity-enhancing
applications like Microsoft Teams, OneDrive and
SharePoint. Our certified Microsoft engineers have
worked with the full range of Microsoft products in an
array of situations and industries. We know how to
address challenges of integrating both mainstream
and emerging technologies in cloud and hybrid
environments. This in-depth experience aligned
with Presidio’s other practice areas gives our
customers confidence.

Presidio prioritizes comprehensive assessments before
every implementation and ongoing education of
decision-makers and end-users. We realize
the significant impact of Microsoft solutions on
business value.
As a trusted advisor, we make sure tools and applications
are fully leveraged and technologies are aligned with
organizational needs. We keep up with best practices in
security, reliability, and adoption to make sure our
customers are always benefitting from proven processes.
Through workshops, training, and immersion
experiences, we expose customers to new technologies
and how these innovations might play out in their
day-to-day work.

Cloud
Presidio knows Azure — but our knowledge doesn’t
stop there. As more organizations adopt cloud
technologies, the Presidio team of Microsoft consultants
further extends our skillset through our wide-ranging
expertise in data centers, DevOps, automation, security,
and more. From this we can deliver recommendations
and solutions in the public cloud while extending
all of the way to hybrid and private cloud
datacenter infrastructures.
On-Premises Software
Not all applications work best in the cloud. Presidio
helps guide you in implementing On-Premises
Microsoft technology such as System Center, SQL,
Active Directoy, PKI, and more.
Data and Analytics
Even the most robust collections of data are of limited
use if they are not driving insights and business
decisions. Presidio helps you use tools like Azure IoT,
Azure Data Factory, SQL Datawarehouse and Power BI
to put this valuable information to work.

VISIT PRESIDIO.COM OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL
PRESIDIO SALES REPRESENTATIVE TO LEARN MORE.

